Crowdsourcing of Popular Toponyms: How to Collect and Preserve Toponyms in Spoken Use
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Abstract: The article presents a process of collecting unstandardized toponyms, in particular urbanonyms (place names denoting objects located in the cadastre of the city), within the territory of two municipalities in the Czech Republic. The collecting process was performed in two phases by crowdsourcing, using a web map application created especially for this purpose. In the first phase (October 2019–September 2020) it was collecting as many unstandardized toponyms as possible. In the second phase (October 2020–January 2021) we focused on the degree of the knowledge of these toponyms among the population living within the studied territory. The interest on the side of the general public was surprising in both phases. In the first phase, over five hundred respondents submitted more than two and a half thousand place names, most of them during the first two weeks. More than nine hundred respondents actively participated in the second phase, thanks to which we received an average of 200 responses for each place name. As regards the motivation of the public, it was most often altruism, patriotism, and curiosity that stimulated them; in the second phase, the element of gamification, embedded into the map application, also had a positive effect. The collected data can be used, for instance, in the activities of local authorities in the process of standardization of place names or as reference data for maps used within the integrated rescue system.
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1. Introduction

The article presents the potential of crowdsourcing data collecting regarding the data of linguistic and geographic character. Here we describe the methodology and current results of the project called Living Names (in Czech: Živá jména). The project, which was implemented in 2019, focuses on the research into popular toponyms in the city of Liberec in the Czech Republic.

Toponyms in the city, so-called urban toponyms or urbanonyms, can be divided into two categories: the official (standardized) and the unofficial (unstandardized, popular) ones. The standardized urbanonyms are characterized by a binding form, which is approved by local authorities and are used in official communication, on signs, in the state map series and derived plans, etc. Contrastingly, the popular urbanonyms are primarily used in common, unofficial, or semi-official communication and are perceived as a specific manifestation of the social and geographical stratification of their users [1,2], and that is why they are more variable than relatively stable standardized names. Popular urbanonyms may refer either to the same places or buildings as the official names, or to places or buildings beyond the scope of the official orientation system.

The Living Names project (in Czech: Živá jména) was created to collect popular urbanonymy through crowdsourcing. The project, implemented within the territory of
the city of Liberec and the municipality of Stráž nad Nisou (Czech Republic), started in October 2019 (https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/zivajmena/, accessed on 5 May 2021).

The reason why the city and the municipality were chosen for this project is the fact that the municipality of Stráž nad Nisou is completely surrounded by Liberec (in 1976–1990 it was even a part of the city of Liberec) and can thus be considered its suburb. Liberec is the fifth largest city in the Czech Republic in terms of population and together with Stráž nad Nisou its population equals 108,000 [3]. The relief of the territory, which also influences the local toponymy, is rather complicated. The territory lies in a basin between two mountain ridges, the axis of which is the Lužická Nisa river. From a historical point of view, this is an area where, until 1945, a strong German majority was present. After the end of World War II and the expulsion of the German-speaking population, the local orientation system underwent a radical reconstruction, both its official segment (the street and local place names went through a process of Czechization), and the popular one too (in fact, a new system was created, reflecting the communication and orientation needs of new settlers). The official urbanonymy went through further significant changes after the Velvet Revolution (1989), when more than 30 street names were changed (1991).

The long-term goal of the presented project is to create a database of popular names used during a specific period of time in the territory of two municipalities, supplemented by other characteristics of these names, using crowdsourcing methods and tools of geographic information systems, so that the local knowledge can be easily disseminated. The aim of the article is to present the possibilities and the limitations of crowdsourcing-based collecting of data of linguistic and geographical nature so that it is possible to apply this procedure, with possible modifications, to other localities. The article is structured as follows: (Section 2) background and related work, (Section 3) common requirements for collecting popular names and general introduction to technical security; (Section 4) description of the phase of collecting the toponyms and its general results; (Section 5) description of the phase of determination of the knowledge of the toponyms collected and its general results; (Section 6) discussion of the knowledge acquired, comparison with the results of similar projects, research limitations and a proposal of their solutions; and (Section 7) conclusions.

2. Background and Related Work

The homogeneous urban environment places specific demands on orientation, which means standardized toponymical techniques would meet with difficulty. Thus in popular urbanonymy, the dominating elements—as regards orientation and communication—are rather distinctive buildings or structures, not the names of the streets [4,5]. The need to name distinctive buildings or structures in urban space is a consequence of creating a general mental idea of a physical world, which is developed by every individual [6]. Naming places, especially “from below”, i.e., by ordinary users, is important for crystallizing a place’s identity. The popular names then impersonate the projection of such an individual or shared mental map into oral communication.

Although the research into popular urbanonymy may result in interesting findings in the field of perception of the surrounding space and its linguistic representation, its implementation is rather demanding. Both the primarily spoken use of popular toponyms and the different orientation and communication needs of variously defined social groups of users imply that popular toponyms are very difficult to collect. An obstacle to developing quality databases containing unstandardized toponymy is, above all, the difficult excerption of sufficiently representative and authentic materials. Popular toponymy is excerpted mostly by traditional onomastic ways, especially by means of surveys or interviews, see [7]. Due to democratization of geographical information systems, e.g., [8], which make it possible to capture the spatial component of toponyms easily, and due to the shift of web technologies to Web 2.0 [9] (or in case of its geographic version termed as geoweb [10,11]), it is possible to involve the general public in the collecting process through the participation of the public, and on condition that appropriate procedures are used, it is possible to
gain necessary information quickly and efficiently [12–17]. This approach, known as “crowdsourcing”, is successfully applied in different fields of science and research [18–21] and it also is used in the process of collecting toponyms [12–14,16,22].

The term crowdsourcing was coined by [23] to describe the phenomenon of outsourcing the tasks of the company through the use of the collective intelligence (undefined, of a large group of people or “crowd”). Although originally the term crowdsourcing was focused on the business context the term is also used in other situations where, in the form of an open call, a request is made for the voluntary involvement of a potentially large group of participants in a specific activity (most often data collection) [24]. According to [25] in the case of crowdsourcing the idea is that information obtained with the help of a large group of people is more accurate than information from a single person. However, it is not just about collecting data, but also about working together to find a solution to a problem [26], which can be called the “wisdom of the crowd” [27], thus crowdsourcing can be present in citizen science projects in Level 1 of engagement, described by [28].

We can find several efforts in the process of collecting popular names via crowdsourcing methods. For example, the Swedish National Mapping Agency (Lantmätereit) in 2011 developed a mobile application for data collection, which led to 70,000 reported names in urban areas [29]. With the cooperation of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency in the United Kingdom, Ordnance Survey developed a crowdsourced gazetteer of popular toponyms of the UK coastline to help Coastguard teams quickly localize people when responding to emergency calls [30,31]. Shetland Amenity Trust has decided to collect popular names as a part of its orally transmitted history [32], and a similar technique is used in project Meitheal Logainm in Ireland [33]. Local toponyms in Tyrol are collected within the crowdsourcing project Field-name-survey in the Province in Tyrol (Austria) [13]. Gamified crowdsourcing-based collection of toponyms in Spain is presented in [14]. Crowdsourcing-based data collection is also a fundamental part of the project Place Names (in Czech: Názvy míst), initiated in 2011 by the University of Ostrava [15]. This is the only research on popular toponyms in the Czech Republic that is methodologically comparable to the project Living Names presented in this article.

3. Methods

From our perspective, there are three important aspects involved in the study of popular toponyms: (a) linguistic (name, i.e., linguistically formed reflection of an object); (b) geographical (to which object/space the name refers); and (c) social (users of the name, their number, i.e., the degree of knowledge of the name, demographic structure, i.e., the age, domicile, social group), see so-called language level, object level, and communication level as necessary preconditions for formation and use of proper names, cf. [34], [5]. For this reason, the project was divided into two, consecutive phases:

- The collection phase: involving as many respondents as possible and collecting as many toponyms as possible, including the micro-social ones, used only by a very small group of the population (Section 4), i.e., collecting information on the linguistic and geographical aspects of the toponyms;
- The knowledge determination phase: determination of the degree of knowledge of the names collected in the first phase among the inhabitants of the studied territory (Section 5), i.e., collecting the information concerning the social aspect of the toponyms.

The common denominator of both phases is the requirement for a sufficient number of respondents and—with regard to the variability of popular toponymy—also their engagement within a short period of time. Given the availability of the Internet in the Czech Republic—Internet is used by 87% of the population in the category of 16 to 74 years, which is comparable to the average of EU countries [35], it seems to be the most suitable way to use a web application and continuously promote it through regional media and social networks. There is a potential disadvantage in this approach, and it is the exclusion of certain groups of the population [26]. We tried to compensate for this disadvantage
by persuading younger respondents to help their parents and grandparents overcome technical problems and go through both phases with them.

A separate web application was created for each phase. They each use JavaScript libraries (Leaflet.js in version 1.5.1, its plugins, jQuery in version 3.4.1) and the Bootstrap framework (v. 4.3.1), so the application can be used both on the desktop and on mobile phones. When designing them, we took into account the current trends in UI and UX to ensure their operation would be intuitive and easy. The frontend of these applications is simple and follows a minimalistic design so that their operation does not distract users from their goals, i.e., collecting the toponyms and determining their knowledge. The server part is provided by the PHP (v. 7.2.29) and PostgreSQL (v. 10.12) with the Postgis extension, where all information about respondents, added names, their knowledge and the like is stored in interconnected tables (Figure 1). There is a common database for both phases.

![Diagram of database structure](image)

**Figure 1.** The general structure of the database in the Living Names project.

Instead of our own web map application, we also considered other existing tools used for creating (geo) surveys (Esri Survey123, Google Forms, Fulcrum etc.), but they did not meet our requirements (refer to next chapters) and if we combined them with other tools we would not create a user-friendly interface. The applications are available at [https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/app/zj-demo](https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/app/zj-demo) and [https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/app/zj-demo/znalost](https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/app/zj-demo/znalost) (both accessed on 5 May 2021).

4. **Phase 1—Methodology of Collecting the Toponyms**

In this phase, there are two main aspects—the linguistic (name) and the geographic (place/space to which the name is linked; in our application, due to onomastic conventions, the place or space is referred to as the “object”).

The object is represented by a point, which is easier to comprehend by the respondents [36], although some of the objects (streets, squares, water areas, brownfields, etc.) are extensive or spacious. Another reason for using the point is the different spatial perception of specific objects by individual respondents, causing difficulties when connecting other variations of an object name already existing in the database. With larger objects, the respondent should place the point approximately in the middle of the object.

Respondents can add any names they know to each of the objects. In addition, we also ask whether the particular name is actively used or not (active vs. passive knowledge). Notes can be added in which the respondents can explain the etymology, record the history of the object or provide any other information that is important from the respondent’s point of view.

In order to collect the maximum number of toponyms possible, we believe that it is appropriate to make the names already recorded available to respondents because:
They may inspire the respondents to add more names to the objects in the map, or to add the names to the other objects that are missing;

They may inspire the addition of other variations of the name to places that already have their names, or the addition of other relevant information (notes);

This allows you to show your knowledge to others in the community;

This is a proactive approach that helps to eliminate the stress of being the first;

This approach allows a limited validation of the data by other respondents.

Some of the above-mentioned reasons also motivate contributors to begin contributing or continue contributing to Wikipedia [37] or other crowdsourcing projects. The application, which meets the condition of showing the previously added data, also serves as a tool for viewing it. It therefore fulfills two functions at the same time—the function of data collecting, and the function of presenting the results as well.

Due to the requirement that the application also allows you to browse the records added, its layout is map-centric, i.e., most of the website space is taken by the map while a smaller part is used for a panel with instructions, survey and information about the selected object (see Figure 2). The map controls follow from the standard layout used in other web maps. In terms of control, the map contains only the most important tools needed for working with it. Scrolling beyond the specified area is limited, even when searching for addresses.

Figure 2. A view of the desktop version of the application. The application is developed in the Czech language. For the demo version, refer to https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/app/zj-demo/ (accessed on 5 May 2021).

The cartographic design of the map reflects the purpose of the application. The map portal Mapy.cz (according to SimilarWeb 2020 [38], the most used portal in the Czech Republic) is used, in which the colours are suppressed so that they do not distract the respondents from the main topic. Alternatively, ortho images may be viewed. The objects are shown by means of a dot, while the outer semi-transparent circle indicates possible uncertainty with the specified position of the object.

With regard to the topic of the map (place names), it was necessary to figure out how to display the collected names in the map. As some of the objects are associated with multiple names and displaying all of these different names would overload the map, making it disorganized and confusing, only the first name added to the object and the number of variations are shown in the map. The concrete names appear listed in the sidebar after
clicking on the object. For the same reason, the objects in the map are clustered. If the objects are so close to each other that they remain in the cluster even on the largest possible scale, they will appear only after clicking on the cluster (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The suppressed map colors do not distract the respondents’ attention when reading the map. The clustering partially solves the problem of possible graphical conflicts between the objects. If objects are too close to each other, they appear with a guide line. The numbers next to the names show the numbers of other name variations. The selected object is highlighted with a red contour.

At the beginning of the collecting phase, the respondents could work with the application as registered users (by entering their e-mail address) or anonymously—in which case we would actively inform them during the work (repeated display of the modal window) what the anonymous approach means for the research results and we motivated them to register. Optionally, they could add their demographic data (gender, education, age, length of stay in the territory and residence, and anonymized using a hexagonal grid). The option of anonymous access or non-filling in the demographic data limits the amount of resulting analyzes, but it can increase the number of the people involved and the data collected, in some cases without compromising the quality of the data [39,40]. In both modes it was possible to add new names, objects and notes in the map. The only disadvantage for anonymous respondents was the inability to edit their work later on (for instance, when mistyping or adding new information). Since February 2020, when the database contained 99% of the current content, we have disabled the option of adding data anonymously (browsing without registration is possible anyway) and the added names are subject to our approval. The reason for doing this was an attempt at greater control over the quality of the entered data.

A key aspect of the success of crowdsourcing is, first and foremost, its continuous promotion and communication towards the public involved. The workflow promotion of the first phase of the project resided in the release of an introductory press release, which was then distributed to several regional media. The press release was also adopted by the Czech News Agency, which increased its impact. During the autumn of 2019, several interviews with journalists took place, which continuously promoted the project. We also set up a Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/zivujmena, accessed on 5 May 2021), which we periodically update with interesting facts concerning the collected names, the history of the territory and the project statistics, some through paid advertising. We also gave two public lectures.
Results of Collecting of Toponyms

The data collection phase began on 1 October 2019 and is still running (the results of the first phase presented in the article are valid as of 30 September 2020). Especially at the beginning of the first phase, the number of the names was increasing by hundreds a day (the first thousand names were added during the first three days). In February 2020, we suspended the collecting and manually corrected and cleaned the database. We decided to take this measure when incorrect input of information by some respondents was revealed (duplicate objects and names, incorrect location, intentional damage to the database, etc.). During the correction process, we also unified the written form of the names according to the rules of Czech spelling (especially capital letters). We usually kept the spelling of names containing foreign lexical units in their authentic form (e.g., *Kajlák*, from German *Keilsberg*). Due to a significant decrease in the number of the names added, corrections are now being made instantly.

As the result of the manual data correction, there are 2646 toponyms for 1614 objects. In total, 631 objects have more than one name, while the highest number of the names (13) was added to the public transport terminal in the city center. As expected, the named objects are located mainly in the inner city (ca. 80% of the names), with higher density in places of increased concentration of people, especially the city center and other local centers, such as the university dormitory (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The highest concentration of names is in the area of the city center (clusters (A)—around the public transport terminal, “lower city center”, and (B)—around the town hall, “upper city center”). Another significant cluster is the university campus (C) and the university dormitory (D). Method used: Kernel Density, 100 m.

Of the 584 registered respondents, 315 (54%) actively contributed and approximately 223 respondents were anonymous. The exact number of anonymous respondents is not known, however, it is possible to distinguish the names added in the database by an anonymous respondent during one visit to the web application so, in fact, the number of anonymous users may be lower. Approximately two thirds of the registered respondents entered their age and other demographic information. The age range of those respondents is 17 to 79, the median is 39 years, and the median length of stay in the territory is 31 years (ranging between 1 and 74).
5. Phase 2—Methodology of Determining the Knowledge of the Toponyms Collected

Without information on the extent to which the names collected in the first phase are known among the inhabitants of the studied area, the informative value of the names would be rather low. In the database, beside the names widely known and used, there may also be names known only to a narrow group of people. For various reasons, there may be completely fictional names which we were unable to reveal (negative motivators were dealt with, for example, by Coleman et al. [41]). So in the second phase of the project, we ask respondents to choose one of the following options:

- I know and use the name.
- I know the name, but I don’t use it.
- I don’t know the name.

In popular toponymy, it is no exception to use the same name to denote different objects in different places (for instance, “Myšídíra” (“Mouse hole”)—a narrow part of a path, a dark and confined subway, and the like). Therefore, it is important to determine the knowledge of the name in combination with the object (place, location, etc.), in other words, to find out to what extent the name is used for the concrete object. Thus the position of the object in the map is displayed in the application as well.

Objects are displayed with all associated names in which the respondent has not indicated the knowledge yet. In order to achieve approximately the same number of answers to each name, even if some respondents do not respond to each name, objects are selected from the database at random. As already mentioned, the database on which the knowledge assessment application is based contains 2646 unique names.

Again, the layout of the application is as simple as possible (Figure 5). Compared to the application used for the first phase, the map field contains an overview map for easier localization of the name in the studied territory. Based on feedback from user testing, a new functionality was added to the application used in the second phase: browsing the names by city districts (see Figure 5, right bottom corner). The knowledge of a concrete name indicated by the respondent is automatically saved in the database, which is then confirmed by a green icon next to the place name. The indication of the knowledge has also been implemented in the application used for collecting toponyms, which currently mainly serves as a presentation of the project results.

Given the experience from the first phase and the positive reactions of the participating respondents, we assumed that the main motivators for participation in the second phase would be patriotism and developing respondents’ knowledge of the studied territory. In order to attract a larger number of respondents and increase the motivation to comment on as many place names as possible—ideally all of them, the application was supplemented with gamification elements. This step was necessary due to the large number of the names that emerged from the first phase and which resulted in a higher time required for their processing. There are numerous studies dealing with gamification in crowdsourcing projects [42–45] and, as reported by Morschheuser et al. [46], many of these studies show several positive effects (for instance, longer involvement, higher quality of results, and decrease in cheating). In the second phase of the project, four gamification elements were included, resulting from the recommendations in Morschheuser et al. [46]:

- An order number in the list of participants ordered by their activity, plus a hierarchic badge system—depending on the number of the names processed, the respondent can see his/her position in the list of respondents and strive for the next, higher position and a new badge. There are ten levels and the intervals between them are not linear. You can proceed faster at the beginning since you are motivated to go through a larger part of the database. The higher number of the names processed, the longer the interval between the levels. The logic behind this is that the people who find this process interesting at the beginning, will persist in doing it. In addition, the respondents who go through all the names are awarded with a certificate.
- Personal statistics—based on the answers, the respondents can see how many names and which parts of the territory they actually know.
- Interesting facts—after every 6% of the names processed, the application will show an interesting fact or facts about the toponyms or history. This is internal motivation, which stimulates curiosity [46].
- A contest—the respondents actively participating from 1 October to 31 December 2020 could participate in a raffle, where their chances of winning depended on their activity (the more processed names, the higher the chances of victory). Another condition for the participation in the raffle was processing at least 3% of the database content (ca. 100 names) and filling in the demographic data.

Figure 5. A part of the layout of the desktop version of the application, second phase. The heading and the bottom of the page is missing as it is the same as in the application used in the first phase. The application is developed in the Czech language. For the demo version, refer to https://mapy.fp.tul.cz/app/zj-demo/znalost/ (accessed on 5 May 2021).

The initial promotion of the second phase took place by sending an information e-mail to all registered users in the first phase and using paid advertising on Facebook. In addition, we sent out a press release to the local media. Further promotion included paid advertising on Facebook and ongoing e-mail newsletters. Moreover, when respondents were inactive for more than two weeks, we automatically sent them reminders. As part of the newsletters, we asked respondents to fill in a survey, which, among other things, asked why they were involved in the project, what motivated them to go through all the names and, if they are no longer interested in the project, why they did not process all the names. Those who processed all the names were sent the survey by automatic e-mail at the end of their work.

Results of Determining the Knowledge of the Toponyms Collected

The phase of indicating the knowledge of the toponyms collected took place between 1 October 2020 and 11 January 2021. During this time, 927 respondents actively participated,
of which 564 (60.8%) filled in demographic data. The age range of these respondents is 10–80 years, the median age is 39 years and the median length of stay in the territory is 30 years (range from 1 to 75 years). The age structure of the respondents corresponds to the age structure of the inhabitants of the studied territory. The majority (93.6%) of these respondents were living in Liberec at the time of the research, the other in municipalities in its immediate vicinity.

During the three months in which the second phase of the research took place, active respondents added more than 513 thousand answers. Including the answers from the first phase and user testing of the application, in total 530,738 answers are available, while the range of answers for one name ranges from 185 to 244 (median 196).

The level of knowledge within the whole set of 2646 collected popular toponyms is illustrated in Figure 6. The data confirm our assumption that the names known to most respondents form a minority in absolute numbers and a large part of popular toponymy is related to various, especially geographically defined micro-social groups, cf. [2,47]. Well-known names, in common communication indicating the main orientation dominants of the city, form the so-called toponymic centre (for the concept of the centre see [48], cf. [1]). Theoretically, the toponymic centre should be the names showing 100% knowledge. According to the second phase of the research, there are only four: Fügnerka (public transport terminal, derived from “Fügnerova street”), Viadukt / U viaduktu (“Viaduct”, a system of railway bridges separating two parts of the city), Husovka (derived from “Husova street”, one of the backbone streets of the city). If we took into account the limit of the toponymic centre at 81–100% knowledge, it would include 323 names (12.2% of the total number of 2646 collected names). At the object level, these are most often spatially or functionally significant buildings, less often streets and other public spaces [4], located mainly in the central part of the city. At the level of naming, these are most often simple deappellative names (Viadukt (“Viaduct”), Radnice (“Town hall”), and Lázně (“Bath”)) or deproprial names (Globus (shopping centre), Bat’a (department store with a very distinctive design), Lípa (former cinema)). In popular urbanonymy, however, these names show a broader spatial fixation than the original name. Another important and frequent type of popular toponyms are derivatives from official urbanonymy, motivated by the effort for brevity of expression (Fügnerka (derived from “Fügnerova street”), Šald’ák (derived from “F. X. Šalda square”), Husovka).

![Figure 6. The level of knowledge of names (number of names = 2646).](image)

The degree of the respondent involvement is similar to previous findings [49–51], i.e., most respondents processed only a few names; the larger the amount of the names, the smaller the number of respondents who reached it (see Figure 7). However, due
to the random presentation of the names to the respondents, this different degree of participation did not significantly increase the variance in the number of responses to the name. An interesting aspect is the significant increase in the last interval, which includes 109 respondents who processed all the names.

**Figure 7.** The degree of involvement of the respondents in the project. Only respondents who commented on at least one name are included (number of respondents = 927, number of names = 2646).

A possible explanation for the increase in the last interval can be found in the motivation of the respondents. Respondents could fill an additional survey asking, among other things, their motivation to start participating and why they continued or halted. We sent the survey to respondents in e-mail reminders, or when the respondent completed all names. We chose open answers to avoid guiding respondents into closed categories and thus we could gain a broader range of reasons. We arranged the received answers into categories based on the modified method of [52]. At first, each of us read through all responses, then defined categories, and finally matched respondent’s answers to those categories. Based on the respondent’s statements of motivations, one response might fall into several categories. For example: “My motivation was to find out how many names I know and what different places are called”, was considered as verification of knowledge (the first part) and curiosity (the second part). Next, we discussed our findings among ourselves and we determined nine categories (some categories were grouped, some categories were renamed).

Based on the data from the survey, mostly filled out by the respondents who processed all the names, the strongest motivators for participating in the project are patriotism, interest in history or in the region, efforts to learn something new, curiosity, altruism, and testing their knowledge (Table 1). Some of these reasons are the same as the motivation to continue in the project. In addition, there is an effort to finish the unfinished work, and the element of entertainment and game. Surprisingly, few respondents mentioned the contest or the reminders of the project received by e-mail as their motivation (only one respondent per each of these two motivators). However, the statistics of added responses over time show that the number of responses has increased after each bulk e-mail sent. In addition, it is possible to trace an increase in the number of responses from the respondent after sending an automatic notification of inactivity in the project. Therefore, we conclude that regular reminders of the project were important, although not mentioned in the responses. On the contrary, lack of time and too many names were mentioned as reasons for early termination of the participation in the project.
Table 1. Basic categories of motivation and their frequency in the second phase of the Living Names project. Some respondents participated for more than one reason, thus their answers are counted in several categories. Motivation in the meantime is calculated from respondents who processed the entire database (66% of respondents).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation (Example)</th>
<th>At the Beginning (%)</th>
<th>In the Meantime (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>patriotism</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“This project delighted the heart of the Liberec citizen.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general/professional interest in the topic</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“I am interested in the history and present state of Liberec.”/”My philological education and former interest in toponomastics.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge development</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“It was interesting to browse and explore the popular place names.”/”Presentation of interesting facts that gave me new angles of view of various places.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curiosity</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“What kind of project is this?”/”Curiosity related to names used for concrete places.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>altruism</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“Using my knowledge to help the project.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verification of knowledge</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“I was wondering how many names I actually know.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finishing the work</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“When I get into something, I want to make it to the end.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fun</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“It was adventurous and I liked it.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>game</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“And the levels were motivating too.”)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 8, we can see the degree of respondent’s involvement in time, where results reflected our promotion and communication, i.e., the highest increases in the first and second phases clearly followed the press releases, paid advertising on social networks or newsletters and reminder e-mails. While the average number of collected daily responses was less than 8000 five days before publishing, the press release in the local newspaper, the average for the following five days was doubled. A similar increase was evident even after the announcement of the date of the planned end of the second phase. The peaks in the chart correspond to the dates of our communication with the respondents. The significant increase after 26 November 2020 was caused by the press release in the local newspaper, the increase on 4 January 2021 corresponds to the announcement of the end of the second phase.

6. Discussion

The quantity, spatial distribution and accumulation of popular toponyms are based on the common orientation needs of the population, which cannot be fully saturated by the system of standardized street and place names. In addition, popular toponyms are
an important bearer of the cultural and historical memory of the place. However, their collecting also has a practical use, for instance, for the needs of local authorities (as a reference base for determining new official terminology) or the integrated rescue system (as an aid in locating a caller who, when in a stressful situation, uses a popular place name to describe where he or she is at the moment). On the other hand, popular toponyms are variable and difficult to capture. As a solution, we propose to use crowdsourcing and thus involve a wide group of people in the particular territory. This ensures the collection of a large number of toponyms fixed primarily in oral use.

6.1. Main Findings

Involving over 900 respondents who added more than 2500 toponyms with over half a million individual responses concerning their knowledge proves that the project was successful. The main factor is the discovery that popular toponymy as a topic is—similar to local history and interesting facts—attractive to the general public. The evidence is the speed with which the respondents were adding the names in the first phase or processing the names in the second phase. More important than the rate of filling the database, however, is the amount of information that was obtained by involving the public (historical facts, memories, etc.).

It is the theme that is the strongest motivator for involvement in this case. As confirmed by the results of the additional survey among respondents, patriotism, general interest in local knowledge and development of self-knowledge, i.e., internal or intrinsic motivators [53], were the most significant for the respondents who became more actively involved. It turned out that the right step was to include gamification elements into the application (badges, and personal statistics). On the contrary, for the respondents with higher involvement, the positive effect of including the competition was not directly proven and intrinsic motivators prevailed. These conclusions are the same as, for instance, the conclusions made by Zheng, Li, Hou [54]. We are aware that the resulting categorization of respondent’s motivation may, in some cases, be subjective and thus debatable. Nevertheless, we believe that the result provides good insight into the respondents’ motivation why they participated in the presented project.

The next factor is the usability of web applications. As the applications for both phases were designed to be as intuitive and as easy to use as possible, their use did not pose a problem even for people with limited digital skills. We think that the decision to create the responsive application to be usable also on mobile phones was correct. Although we did not track the amount of data added from different types of devices, according to Google Analytics data, the traffic to both applications was roughly the same from mobile devices as from desktop devices, which corresponds with current trends [55].

6.2. Implications for Future Practice

A well-chosen promotion and communication strategy, was proven to be a crucial precondition for the success of crowdsourcing based research. In our findings the degree of the respondent’s involvement over the time reflected our promotion and communication strategy. This led the public to get involved in the project and kept them there as long as possible. Our suggestion is similar with [56], that communication is prerequisite before, during and after the project. This factor is highly responsible for the permanent interest of the respondents. However, to attract the widest and most demographically diverse group of respondents, promotion needs to utilize various information and news media (print × web × social).

The research in local toponymy is close to this and, as confirmed by the results of the second phase survey, patriotism, general interest in local knowledge and self-knowledge development, i.e., internal motivators, were most significant for the respondents who became more actively involved.

Together with [53,56] and resulting from communication with respondents, our suggestion is, that crowdsourcing projects should present learning opportunities (interesting
facts or meetings with experts in the case of the Living Names project) and opportunities for respondents to interact with others (e.g., through social networks or directly in the application). Even if the positive effect of including the competition was not directly proven in the Living Names project, we believe that the competition makes sense, if not as motivator, then at least as the form of reward along with ladders, certificates, and badges [53]. Related to the Living Names project the question is whether the participants ever admitted that the competition was the motivator, and whether the competition was the motivator for the respondents who participated to a lesser degree.

6.3. Research Limitations and Possible Modification

The limitations of this research coincide with the limitations of other crowdsourcing projects [57–59]. The first weak point is seen in the number of respondents, their age structure and spatial distribution, which may not be sufficiently representative in the studied territory. One of the factors exacerbating this deficiency is the collecting process using digital technologies, the use of which may not be comfortable for all potential volunteers. The number and the structure of the respondents in the first phase can be considered as a boundary. However, this cannot be assessed objectively due to the collecting methodology since we cannot determine whether a particular respondent did not participate in the first phase because they no longer knew another name to add, or for another reason, or whether they participated as an anonymous person.

The second problem is the difficulty of data validation. In the case of collecting unstandardized names, it is not possible to determine to what extent the specific name is authentic or not. A clue could be the form of the name; that is, whether it has been formed in accordance with the general naming principles that are common in time and place. Therefore, it is necessary to approach not only the names with strong expressiveness or metaphoricalness, but also, for instance, those with unusual literacy or length, those with reserve. Even so, the assessment of the names seen from this angle is highly subjective. It is therefore necessary to validate the data in another way, by means of a subsequent analysis of the knowledge among the inhabitants of the territory, in this case made during the second phase of the project. However, even in this second phase, the results show a certain degree of uncertainty. It must be admitted that even here we cannot recognize whether the respondents indicated the knowledge randomly or whether they understood the task.

For data validation, we offer three possible methods for future research:

- The first option is to repeatedly display to the respondents the names they have already assessed and evaluate whether they are consistent in the answers. Unfortunately, this method may not be accurate since a name that respondents did not know the first time may seem familiar to them the second time and they may identify it as known but not used by them.
- In the second method, it would be possible to display to the respondents several totally fictitious but meaningful names. Respondents should not know them.
- The third method is based on the statistical analysis of respondents’ answers. It is possible to compare whether a particular respondent often appears among those who know little known names (for instance, applying the Kendall’s tau method). Thus, it would be a matter of determining the degree of agreement between the respondents. In this way it would be possible to identify a respondent whose answers fall outside the group. However, determining the borderline at which the respondent’s agreement with others is insufficient is very subjective. In addition, in the case of the low involvement of a particular respondent, the results of the statistical evaluation will not be accurate enough.

Revealing discrepancies in the data using the above methods would ultimately lead to the exclusion of all responses from a particular respondent. The question, however, is to what extent is it ever possible to validate the knowledge of popular toponyms? Such knowledge is very subjective. Although it is not possible to verify the correctness of
the answers in the second phase, we believe that the number of responses reduces the
degree of uncertainty and the results represent sufficiently informative material for
further study. The resulting database should therefore not only contain a list of the
names collected, but also an indication of their knowledge, including the number of the
respondents, so that anyone and everyone can decide whether the result is valid for them
or not.

The third limitation of this research is the collection of only point data, although
toponyms are generally associated with not only with objects that can be represented by a
point, but also with line or area objects. This can lead to the uncertainty of the respondents
in determining their knowledge of the names (for instance, the respondent perceives the
name as a line object, while in the application it is represented as a point). The reason for
the use of points is discussed in the introduction to Section 4. The solution seems to be
to determine the object fixation of toponyms [60], i.e., to find out in which space is the
particular name perceived. The intersection of these spaces forms the so-called core of
the object fixation, that is, the common space described by the name or names, and it is then
possible to spatially connect the names to the core of the object fixation.

One possible proposal for the project modification is to combine the first and second
phases into one. This could be a good option, for instance, for local authorities that would
like to determine new official names within a certain territory. In this way, the time required
for collecting would be halved. However, this approach makes it difficult to determine
the knowledge of the names collected, and the result may be more uncertain, for instance,
because there will be more responses to the names added earlier than to those added later.

7. Conclusions

This article describes the Living Names project, its methodology, and its results. The
aim of the project is not only to collect unstandardized toponyms in the studied territory by
means of crowdsourcing, but also—and this is how this project differs from research projects
referenced in Section 2—to determine the level of their knowledge among respondents.
Based on the amount of the data collected, the number of the volunteers involved, and
the feedback we received from them, we consider this project a success. The results of the
project show that crowdsourcing is a legitimate method of collecting information about
non-standardized toponyms. The success of the presented project lies with its interesting
theme which combines historical information, memories of local inhabitants and fun
in case of some creative toponyms. Next, it is the promotional strategy (press releases,
social network advertisement, and reminder e-mails) to which the public responded with
increased involvement. Lastly, it is the architecture of web applications, which follows
the current UI and UX trends and implements gamification elements such as badges or
showing interesting facts based on the respondent’s involvement.

Despite the overall success of the project we are aware of some limitations. With regard
to the replicability of this research, we also describe its limitations. These include the use of
only a digital method of data collecting, difficult validation, and the correlation between
the names displayed in the form of a point representation to the space they designate.

The results of collecting popular toponyms can be used in tourism (for instance,
in unconventional guidebooks) or in the city administration. The names collected by
respondents can serve as a basis for naming new residential units, streets in the suburbs
and the like. The fact that people who associated with a place can participate in the process
of naming that place can actually make it easier for people to accept such a name. Thus,
the article can also be used as a guide for data collecting of a similar type. The resulting
database is also used in the operation centre of integrated rescue systems as an aid in
locating callers who, in a stressful situation, may use an unofficial place name, which they
use more often than the official name, or don’t even know the official name at all.

Future research should be focused on confirming our results in different places (in
more or less populated cities). The scope and structure of the collected material in both
phases provide a solid basis for onomastic analyses, focused primarily on naming strategies.
applied in popular nomenclature, and for geographical studies, focused on, for instance, the distribution of the toponyms in a given space. Due to the results of the second phase, we can also analyze the relationship of the respondents (their age, length of stay, and residence) to the toponyms. The future research question concerns the object fixation of selected toponyms: what space does the name represent? Is this representation the same for all inhabitants?

We suppose that it is not possible to collect all living names. As explained by Lynch [6], every individual creates their own image (even the toponymic one) of the space around them, so we would have to ask everyone. In addition, popular toponymy includes a more or less stable core, but a large part of it varies over time and new names can be created every day. This is also confirmed by our experience, as during the second phase of the project the respondents added another approximately 350 valid new names or Lábus variations.
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